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DHEA: THE NEW TYRE FOR DH AND FR
The DHEA is the tyre that brings GEAX into the DH and Extreme FR world seriously and as 
never done before.  
We embraced a new design attitude and philosophy to develop this brand-new tyre in Geax’s 
range, a philosophy where “reaching the limit” is only the starting point.

New forces inside the company and new riders all around the world have been hammered 
in order to achieve big results in a discipline that is considered from everyone as the 
Formula 1 of the bike technology. 

TheThe DHEA has already rolled on most of the world’s famous lines of Whistler, Kaamlops and 
the Scottish DH circuit as Fort William and Innherleten.    
 
AA butyl-reinforced bead area to eliminate pinch flats, a 4-ply sidewalls (TNT version) Nylon 
casing, a proven-quality tread design and double compound construction are considered 
the basis from which to start something new: using a tubeless technology together with a 
special steel bead brings the DHEA tubeless technology to the top reliability in DH usage 
(avoiding all the common air leaking of the standard Kevlar bead’s tubeless tyres). 

The result is a tyre rideable at very low pressures without worrying the bead coming out of 
the rim and without loosing pressure due to air leaking. 

TheThe DHEA will be available in 6 versions, in order to answer the major part of the trail’s 
types and riding styles:    
 
26x2.5026x2.50 Tubeless > Ready for tubeless or inner tube set up; 60 ShA single compound, it 
is The Tyre for Extreme FR, big drops and the worst loose-rocks terrain you can image.     
26x2.50 TNT > Our TNT technology evolved for the more sensitive and demanding riders. 
With double compound technology (60 ShA on central tread and 50 ShA on the side knobs), 
it is the tyre for the DH courses with big hits, thanks to its big air volume, or for the technical 
FR tracks.     
26x2.3026x2.30 Tubeless > Same construction of the 2.50 but in a race-ready section for easy 
handling and high reactivity. 
Designed for the hard-soil tracks and high speeds of the DH racing courses. Same tyre but 
in inner tube version is suitable also for the common FRider who want a fast and quick bike 
to go into the stunts.     
26x2.30 TNT > It is the tyre for the World Cup riders. 
ItIt is the lightest of the “heavy tyres” and it has been developed for the more sensitive and 
finest riders of the DH circuit. 
Double compound technology and higher TPI (thread per inch) give it the lowest rolling 
resistance achievable and the more precise riding you can expect. It the Pro’s tyre!     
26x2.30 Rigid > Inner tube version of the Tubeless sister. 
Same application, same performances.     
26x2.3026x2.30 High Performance > It is the lightest version of the family, to be used with an 
inner tube for trail riding and All Mountain to enjoy the same descending adrenaline of the 
DH ones without having to take the lift up. 
The perfect All Mountain and all-day-riding tyre. 


